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Choreographic Installation/Contemporary Dance

Premier: From the 11th to 19th of March 2017
Arsenic - Centre d’art scénique contemporain
Presented 2x by evening/ Duration 40’
Choreography for 4 dancers 

CREATION AND DIFFUSION DOSSIER
Season 2016 I 2017

Project adapted to the theaters and any other place 
imaginable  

KALÉOS



Creation for the season 2016/2017
A choreographic installation
Can be presented 2x by evening
Duration – 40’

Conception and Choreography
Corinne Rochet and Nicholas Pettit

Dancers: Marie Vienntot, Maëlle Desclaux,
Lucille Mansas, Léna Schattenberg 

Costume: Diane Grosset
Light Design: Pablo Weber
Music: Nicholas Pettit

Administration: Marianne Caplan
Diffusion: Corinne Rochet et Nicholas Pettit

Funding: The Utilité Publique Co. benefits 
from a grant convention given by the Vaud 
county (2015-2017) and also a financial 
support given by the town of Lausanne, 
the lottery Romande, the Migros pour-cent 
cultural and the SIS.

KALÉOS

@ Paulo Mario Dexter

TRANSIENT- LIGHT - PERPETUAL MOVEMENT – 
SPACE – FRAGMENTS – REPEATING – EPHEMERAL – 
TIME – HYPNOTIC – ROTATION – VARIABLE – BREATH 
– RUPTURE – EVASION – CHANGING – METAMOR-
PHOSIS – SURREALIST 



To live means to feel and to think, to suffer and to enjoy; Any other life 
Is synonymous with death. Vissarion Bielinski (The poetry of M. Lermon-
tov)

Lightweight and designed for four tall female dancers, KALEOS ques-
tions our relationship to space: space in relation to our bodies and their 
surroundings. Using the Kaleidoscope as a starting point, as a pretext to 
break with the normal frontal situation - audience / stage and propose 
to the viewer a sensorial experience. 
By plunging the audience into the heart of a choreographic installation 
combining the dancing body and video as a tool to generate light, 
Corinne Rochet and Nicholas Pettit seek to bring the viewer within the 
kaleidoscope so as to feel its magic, lightness, breathing, space, varia-
tions and its possible infinities. 
The Kaleidoscope: optical metamorphoses, strange forms, distinctive 
postures, sensory illusions, fantasies of the mind. A substitute for the 
cubist technique of representing reality which opens onto a frag-
mented perception of the surrounding world.
The defragmentation and deconstruction of an image to present it 
under multiple points of view and search by forms and colours to 
express all its emotion and its poetry.
There is a fear of stopping, of remaining silent, of experiencing the sensi-
tive in this world of urgency that we have created. In reaction Corinne 
Rochet and Nicholas Pettit propose with KALEOS, during a specific 
moment in space-time, to experience contemplation and by this 
means, to satisfy our need for abstraction.

@ Paulo Mario Dexter

KALÉOS



The performance space and the relation with the audience
Since STRESS BIOLOGY, created un 2014, the performance space has 
become for Corinne and Nicholas a real space for reflexion, their 
choreographies are not constructed only for the theatrical 
“black-box” setting but have the particularity of being able to adapt 
to different spaces. The architecture of a location becomes the set for 
their choreography. Thus, at each new performance place (church, 
hangar, museum, black box), their pieces find new resonances and 
offer multiple interpretations. The choreography, as with the interpreta-
tion of the dancers, are therefore constantly renewed, influenced by 
the space.
Corinne Rochet and Nicholas Pettit like the intimate relationship that 
these places can offer by their size or their constitution. This closeness 
between audience and dancer, depending on countries and cultures, 
creates between the choreographic object and the spectator, a more 
sensitive encounter than intellectual. To reposition dance in spaces not 
dedicated to this art form has its source in the desire to break with the 
conventional and frontal relationship audience/stage which proposes 
to view the space and its relation to a choreographic object always by 
the same angle. This expected and understood relationship places the 
public in a certain comfort. Corinne Rochet and Nicholas Pettit conti-
nue their work process for KALEOS by adopting the principles of com-
position used in a choreographic installation.

A choreographic Installation
The choreographic installation or live installation is expressed in a 
three-dimensional framework and leads us to include in the choreo-
graphic object its environment. This scenario includes all the elements 
that are outside our field of vision into the field, letting us see all that is 
in the frame and around the frame. Thus, the spectator is asked to 
immerse himself and participate in the choreographic object. 
KALEOS is a closed ephemeral installation. We want for this project that 
the audience, during a moment in time, dives into a sensorial and 
atmospheric universe. The dancer’s bodies, in a perpetual mutation, 
construct and deconstruct the space around the spectators. The spe-
cificity of the performance space and the chosen choreographic 
form invites the audience to interact with the dancers.

@ Paulo Mario Dexter



The Subject
“History may pretend to tell us something new, but it is like the kaleidos-
cope: every turn introduces us to a new configuration, and yet these 
are, in fact, the same elements that always pass before our eyes. " The 
world as will and depiction” – Shopenhauer

The kaleidoscope is made up of small pieces, little parts, fragments of 
coloured glass. These elements which constitute it come from a 
contingent process of destruction and breakage. The glass placed in a 
tube of mirrors reflecting the infinite colours of the outside light. The 
kaleidoscope gives a symbolic illustration of how one can create 
something new from something that already exists and which here, has 
the peculiarity of being broken: the kaleidoscope as a metaphor of the 
world, the kaleidoscope as a philosophy. There is in the choice of the 
kaleidoscope as a starting point for Kaleos the wish to approach the 
paradoxical and confrontational relationship of man with his need to 
construct and, in opposition, to deconstruct. Here we seek, through this 
binary rhythm: construction and deconstruction, all the beauty, 
lightness, poetry that is found in a broken, cracked, folded form that is 
composed and decomposed in time and space. 

Bodily Composition
Corinne Rochet and Nicholas Pettit develop the notion of “Flow 
Motion”. Influenced by the technics of release and the popping, they 
propose a dance focused on articular movement, of dissociation and 
gestural coordination, the search for muscular tonicity both flexible 
and dynamic.

Costume
Through KALEOS, we seek to experience the sensorial, to question the 
implicit. This project, which is intimately linked to the body and it’s 
space, is thought of here in terms of a permeable skin, of time doubled 
with an understanding of sensation. To do this, we try to symbolize the 
corporeal space as a place of pure projection, a world of sensation 
using the same notion of limit. Like a projection screen, the body will be 
painted white. A pearl white, fragile, brittle and as breakable as glass. 
Colour will be added little by little throughout the performance in small 
fleeting touches. Primary, archaic, mythological, 4 women’s bodies 
with skin cemented white build an organic mosaic, three-dimensional, 
in restructuring combinations, vivifying, sensitive.

Tall feminine bodies
"The tall woman, deeply rooted in the earth but pulled towards the sky, 
ready to break between the two attractions.” Pierre Rahbi
The feminine body is the incarnation of Eros immanent to human 
nature. The representation of the latter is, in itself, a plurality of the 
somatic that is beyond the charm of the corporeal. An exponential 
splendour in pictorial aesthetics, the feminine is of a symbolic multipli-
city as a metapresence of the sustainability of life ...



A body / environment rela-
tionship. Tall bodies marking 
the vertical, long willowy 
bodies for all their narrative 
dimension. They give us an 
optimistic account of eleva-
tion, present a majestic cha-
racter, conjure up finesse and 
aspiration. A pure corporal 
fountain that rises from the 
earth asserting its presence in 
the world. However, this body 
chronicle remains haunted by 
the possibility of a disaster, a 
fall or rupture. 

Music
A soundtrack of white noise, soothing and desolate. 
There is in choosing white noise as the base material of composition, 
the desire to establish an ironic distance with the present. White noise 
presents a hypnotic property. Often used for children, these sounds 
which are relaxing and de-stressing, promote sleep. They are also the 
markers of different periods in time aswell as of space and reality. We 
talked earlier about a world of urgency, stress, a viral society with emo-
tional overcurrent. To juxtapose the laughter of a child with a body that 
is fragmented or to oppose the sound of a bomb with an arm that 
stretches towards the sky. It is a matter of subtly intertwining the regis-
ters of the imaginary and the real at the will of the scenes. To refuse to 
acknowledge the pressure of time and to impose, by the use of white 
noise, a certain temporality which allows us to give time to the images 
seen by each individual and, according to his subjectivity, let him be 
free to make his own search for meaning.

@ Paulo Mario Dexter



CIE UTILITE PUBLIQUE
Both choreographers and teachers, they create through their work a world that 
is both graphic and poetic. Central to their choreographic work is : the concept 
of the group and more specifically the question of the relationship between the 
individual and his environment.

The two choreographers focus on developing a dance vocabulary, a research 
based on form and aesthetics that is close to the visual arts. Exploring the genesis 
and dilution of forms, they put into question the idea of observation, playing on 
the opposite notions of construction – deconstruction. A couple within a binary 
rhythm that appears to lull contemporary society. Their work develops in a flux : 
between fluidity and thickness of gestures, between anchorage and overflow. 
Their pieces are designed like areas for play, inviting the audience to enter, 
leaving them free to make their own search for meaning and to satisfy their need 
for abstraction.

In 2003, they started their work as choreographers and co-signed J’Assume and 
then Blink in 2005, premiered for the Festival des Printemps de Sévelin in Lau-
sanne. In 2004, they created Roberto a solo commissioned for the Festival - 
Zücher Theater-spektakel. During the same year they created the solo Monique
and The Slow motion Experience a quintet. In 2006, they created FIZZ a duet with 
which they were winners of the European choreographic contest AÉROWAWES. 
This nomination allowed them to take their work to an international level. In 2007, 
they created Alright Love and 2009 M.E.S.T., a choreographic series composed 
of 3 thirty-five minute episodes which was presented for the Festival International 
de Lausanne. In 2010, Corinne Rochet was invited by Cathy Marston, Director for 
Ballett - Stadttheater Bern, for the creation of a short piece entitled : Des fois, je 
… Comment dire … and in 2011 the company presents two new creations Tran-
sitland, trio - 40' and Her diary, a 10' solo presented during the swiss tour of Tanz-
faktor Interregio 2011. In 2012, they created HAKAMA for the Théâtre de l'Octo-
gone. In 2013, they created Fontaine, je boirai de ton eau, their first creation for 
young audience. In 2014, STRESS BIOLOGY is presented with 18 dancers at Arse-
nic, Centre d'art scénique contemporain in Lausanne. In 2015, Corinne Rochet 
and Nicholas Pettit choose to work on a duet and both go back on stage with 
MORPHOSES.

In 2001, to compensate for the lack of professional training in contemporary 
dance in Switzerland, they starded the MARCHEPIED, both company and forma-
tion for young dancers who wish to make contemporary dance their profession. 
In 2007, they received from the Vaud Foundation for Culture the PRIX DE L’ÉVEIL 
award (www.marchepied.ch).



Creations in tour
MORPHOSES, duo 60’ – 2015
STRESS BIOLOGY, 18 danseurs 60’ – 2014
HAKAMA, quintet 50’ – 2012
TRANSITLAND, duo 40’ – 2011
JOURNAL D’ELLE, solo 10’ – 2011
FIZZ, duo 35’ – 2006

Corinne Rochet was formed in France by Anne-Marie Porras (Epsedance) and the 
Cellule d’Insertion Professionnelle de Dominique Bagouet. Since 1995, she holds 
the State diploma of education in contemporary dance, Nicholas Pettit a Bachelor 
of art (Laban Center in London).

Corinne Rochet and Nicholas Pettit are regularly invited to teach for various pro-
fessional companies such as : Cie Philippe Saire, la Cie Alias, la Cie Linga, la Cie 
Jean-Marc Heim, le Ballet de Bern, ...

Corinne Rochet has danced for various choreographers such as Dominique 
Bagouet, Michel Kélémenis, Rui Horta, Philippe Saire (dancer/assistant), Guil-
herme Botelho, Nicole Seiler, Da Motus, Fabienne Berger.

Nicholas Pettit has worked for Claude Brumachon, Daniel Larrieu, Jean Gaudin, 
Stéphanie Aubin, William Petit, Gaspard Burma, Nicole Sieler, Arthur Kuggeleyn 
and Philippe Saire (dancer /assistant). He has also worked with various directors 
such as Pascal Frankfurt (dancer/actor), Christian Egger, Jean Winiger, (choreo-
graphe/dancer).

MEDIATION
Raising awareness in the general public is inherent in the work of creation and 
distribution of the company. It allows a different approach and a different 
relashionship between the publi, the choreographers and the performers.

Since its creation, the Co. Utilité Publique has been active in raising awareness 
and mediation work for contemporary dance. Alongside each of their creations, 
the coreographers offer a variety of activities :

- lecture-demonstrations and discussions between the audience and the artistic  
team after performances
- dance workshops with:
      - school children,
      - the elderly
      - students
      - all types of public

For Corinne Rochet and Nicholas Pettit, the emergence of a new show also invol-
ves thinking about the general public. In this logic, they imagin how to create a 
space for connecting the public to the choreographic work based on each indivi-
dual piece and its intended audience.


